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 Check out the other content for this add-on on the Nexus.Content:StringsContent:MainMenu.txtContent:ItemInfo.txtVersion
1.3.0.0 - Fixed a null pointer exception.You can find the changelog in the.txt file that you can download here: 1.2.0.0 - Fixed a
few bugs when you choose the Right Hand.I fixed the line which says "The arm you chose isn't available." The text "The arm
you chose isn't available." is now "Available arms:" (I don't know what the first text really says)Version 1.1.0.0 - Fixed a bug

that caused the item to break in some cases.Version 1.0.0.1 - Fixed a bug in OldAge and ImprovedAge.Version 1.0.0.0 - God'n
Spy: Power &amp; Revolution DLC v1.0.1 - Fixed the load order bug, update to latest version of weapons.Version 1.0.0.0 -

God'n Spy: Power &amp; Revolution DLC v1.0.0 - God'n Spy: Power &amp; Revolution DLC is now available to the public!
The DLC includes a questline to unlock the weapons for God'n Spy.Download this DLC via the nexus or the menu from God'n
Spy.I have included several new items to the DLC:Knight's LanceKiteHunter's BowHunter's CrossBowWalrus' BladeFragrant
PowderFinger's OilHoly WaterMedicineFlaming ArrowsA new "Hammered" ability for the Knight's Lance was added. This

ability is triggered when the Knight's Lance pierces a enemy or something.The new "Weapon" abilities will be added to God'n
Spy's Weapon wheel.There is also a new class called "Bearer" which has the basic attacks of all God's Spy's classes, with a

special ability to use in combination with the Hammers. Download God'n Spy: Power &amp; Revolution DLC here: 82157476af
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